BIO & PRESENTATION LIST 2020
Anastasia Hayes Piper, is an inspirational intellectual Medium and the creator of
Heavenly Musings.
Heavenly Musings is an illuminated pathway that was created to guide those
seeking transformation. The process reflects her life experiences and how they
led her to take responsibility to elevate her consciousness and change her
world. As she elevates her own consciousness she is automatically shaping the
collective consciousness towards peace and lightness of being.
It is Anastasia’s mission and intention to use light and sound to shift people’s
reality to create spiritual balance and harmony.
She has created a life and harmony that is played according to the map I she
personally designed and is in alignment with her truth and pursuit of happiness.
By strengthening the relationship with self, tapping into her spiritual source (light
and sound) and engaging in sacred service, Anastasia has developed a key to
unlock the mysteries of life that she would love to share with you.
For example, in the From Fashion to Enlightenment presentation, she shares her
personal journey, from the cover of Woman’s Home Companion 1947 through
the fashion and cosmetic companies of Yves St. Laurent, Estee Lauder,
Lancome, Gianni Versace and Gucci to 11 years of service in the non-profit
sector. It's been both empowering and humorous and she is grateful to be able
to pass on the teachings and lessons she has learned along the way.
Born in New York City she worked and travelled the world. Anastasia has a
unique understanding of the planet and it’s people. The vision she holds is of
empowerment for all. Her mission is in serve that vision. It is a journey of
inspiration, the overcoming of obstacles and many blessings.. Anastasia speaks
from experience with clarity and certainty, while standing in her truth. Let her
assist you in the next steps of your journey with love and compassion as she
brings forth messages that uplift and empower.
At the moment, Anastasia is offering a group of a presentations to the
community. She is an experienced speaker and a great teacher.

BIO & PRESENTATION LIST 2020
FROM FASHION TO ENLIGHTENMENT
Some highlights:
Growing Up in the Business.
Remembrance of Fashion Icons and Friends.
Traveling and Expanding Ones Vision.
1990 The Year That Changed Everything
Creating a New Life and Choosing Happy!
KNOW YOUR OWN GREATNESS
You will learn about:
Using your #1 gift…Personal Power! It is right inside of you.
Developing a positive attitude… and change your life! Change is a good thing!
Becoming successful in all areas of your life! Stop Judging and Start Creating!
Gain Easy Take Home Tools
HEALING WITH CRYSTAL SKULLS
Learning the history of the Ancient Crystal Skulls
What significance do Crystal Skulls have in today’s world? Why are they here now?
And so much more…
ANASTASIA is a Crystalline Consciousness worker and Inspirational Medium initiated by MAX
the 13th Ancient Crystal Skull.
She has been guided to bring this work to the global community at this time.
CRYSTAL SKULL GRID BUILDING
Building and Activating Sacred Grids with Crystal Skulls
CRYSTALLINE CONSCIOUSNESS WORK
Activation of DNA strands of Light with the addition of Angelic DNA .
HEALING WITH LIGHT
Learn to use and feel the power of Light on the body when it is consciously applied with
intention.
Light frequencies to enhance your space at home, in the office and in the car.
Products for Grounding. It is extremely important to stay grounded. They will give you the
connection you need and support your health and well-being.It is extremely important to stay
grounded. They will give you the connection you need and support your health and well-being.
CONTACT ANASTASIA (310-975-9154) / ahpiper@me.com FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONCERNING THESE WORKSHOPS/PRESENTATIONS

